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Computers Viewed As Aid to Athletes
Gideon Ariel, director of research for the United States Olympic Committee, believes that computers can aid in
training a new generation of Olympic athletes. His company, Computerized Biomechanical Analysis, offers free
computer time to promising athletes. The company uses high-speed films of various sports performances, which
are then analyzed frame by frame. The movements of the athletes are represented by dots connected by lines,
creating a stick figure that can be studied to calculate the force and acceleration of the movements. This data can
then be used to optimize body movement by changing angles of force. Ariel believes that this method can help
establish better and more scientific training regimens. His methods were used by Mac Wilkins, who won a gold
medal in the discus throw in 1976. Olympic teams from Germany, Finland, and Greece have also sought help from
his company.
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